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The Canon® ink cartridges PGI-5BK and CLI-8 have a chip and an LED. 
Nevertheless you know also these ink cartridges themselves refill! At the 
beginning of somewhat uncommon are the four driver messages from the 
printer on the screen. The refilled cartridge is recognized by the printer as 
not original, one follows the instructions at the monitor and can 
nevertheless further print. Details see below and back! 
 
Thus refill you the ink 
 
Put an old newspaper on the table and prepare you for 2 - 3 strips - 3 to  
ever approx… 6 cm good tape, insulating tape or hot a sticking pistol 
forwards. Lock the cartridges with the small original catch or u e you for the 
settled, new, oranges plug (see photo right above). 
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Bore with a needle (e.g. pin wall needle or the enclosed "jetty cerium") a 
small hole whole above into the corner of the ink store (see photo right 
above). 
Deburr the hole carefully with a measurer. It may not be to fill collection. Fill 
first refuel-hurry slowly as fully as possible. Take then the cartridge into the 
hand and hold you them with the discharge opening first 90 to degrees 
perpendicularly upward and fill you with the syringe so the store fully. Then 
you turn the cartridge slowly approx. 45 degrees diagonally back and fill the 
store again as fully as possible up to the hole. Amount of filling with 
completely empty cartridges: PGI-5BK black 26 ml, CLI-8 cartridges: all 
colors 13 ml.  
 
The stores should be as completely as possible full, if you seal the filler hole 
after filling again! Stick now immediately several layers tape cross and 
crosswise transferred over the hole. This must be locked really absolutely 
hermetically, otherwise the cartridge pulls to there late air and runs out! 
Still better: They can lock the hole also with a drop hot adhesive! Turn now 
the cartridge in such a way that the outlet shows downward. Note: the 
sponge absorbs now possibly very fast far ink from the store. It is normal 
that then refuel-hurry perhaps only more approx. to the half or 2/3 is full.  
 
Remove carefully the catch at the ink discharge opening down. Hold the 
cartridge with the discharge opening over the still open ink bottle. If you 
should have filled the cartridge very fully, they drip possibly still approx. to 
3 minutes out. That stops, if you sealed the refilling hole absolutely 
hermetically and thereby the correct negative pressure in the cartridge 
inside automatically again constructed yourselves. Only if the cartridge does 
not drip any longer, insert it into the printer, start you the cleaning program 
and print you 2 - 3 sides. 
 
The messages from the printer on the monitor 
 

 
 
The printer does not recognize the cartridge correctly. 
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The printer recognizes the refilled cartridge. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Canon does not take over adhesion for damage. 
 

 
 
The key "CONTINUING" is the form feed key on your printer!  
Attention - important: In the text of the driver messages at the screen is a 
large translation error! Where "the function stands here for the recognition 
of the ink conditions of the following ink activated" must it correct-proves to 
be called - and it means also - "....wurde deactivated." Because after mind. 
5 sec. press the key "CONTINUING" at the printer are completely switched 
thereby the ink condition announcement off (deactivated) and the printer 
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indicates with the refilled cartridge no ink conditions to you, continues to 
print however problem-free! 
 
 
Refill you therefore the cartridges absolutely regularly, thus they to be 
never completely empty printed and observed you in each case the print 
format and by the transparent cartridge body the level in the cartridges! Do 
it in particular before larger and longer pressure jobs. As soon as you see 
pale expressions, absolutely immediately refill! They destroy otherwise 
inevitably the print head (no guarantee and no warranty of us or Canon). 
 
 
*Tests done on Canon® Pixma iP4200, cartridges PGI-5BK; CLI-8BK; CLI-8C; CLI-8M; CLI-8Y; 
Windows® XP Professional – XP2/German. 


